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I saw a post 

that discounts 

protests because 

of violence. Didn't a friend 

tweet about a video

showing a peaceful

protester getting hit?

How do we ask a

specific question

so that Google

understands it?



USING GOOGLE
EFFECTIVELY

Think about your question: What

specifically do you need to know?

I need to get a 

better perspective 

on what happened

during the protests.

I want to find 

this info by myself, and

not burden my friend.



This post referenced the

protests in Los Angeles  

This video shows a protester

getting hit with a baton

I saw this on Twitter, but the

tweet has been buried already, 

I must search for it.

What do you know about the

information you're trying to find?

LIST KEYWORDS

List:



These are commands for Google's

search engine: they enable you to

tailor your searches with specific

results.

SEARCH OPERATORS

You don't 

need to memorize

them: Just type 

in "search

operators" 



Choose the most useful commands

from this list. You can use multiple

operators in the same search.

SEARCH OPERATORS

Remember 

format is important

- pay attention to

spaces. 



FORMATTING SEARCHES
This post came from Twitter, so the

command inurl:twitter tells Google

to look on Twitter's website. 

We'll include "hitting" in quotes

because that exact word got used.

The post mentions protests, LAPD,

but the location/order of the words

is less important

protests LAPD "hitting" inurl:twitter



Use these

commands &

keywords in

your search

You may need to click multiple links.

This can also be helpful for findng

more info or preparing for debate.



Yes, this is the 

video I remember seeing.

Now I can share this link

when discussing violence

at these protests.



Search operators update - check

every so often to make sure your

favorites haven't been depreciated.

Google also has an advanced tool at

google.com/advanced_search

Protect your privacy and use an

incognito window + encrypted browser

If content disappears/gets taken

down, look at archiving sites such as

the wayback machine at archive.org

FINAL NOTES


